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Abstract

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for evaluating in-

tonation of an English utterance spoken by a learner for into-

nation learning by a CALL system. The proposed method is

based on an intonation evaluation method proposed by Suzuki

et al., which uses “word importance factors,” which are calcu-

lated based on word clusters given by a decision tree. We ex-

tended Suzuki s method so that multiple decision trees are used

and the resulting intonation scores are combined using multiple

regression. As a result of an experiment, we obtained correla-

tion coefficient comparable to the correlation between human

raters.

Index Terms: computer-assisted language learning system,

prosody evaluation, intonation, decision tree, multiple regres-

sion

1. Introduction

Nowadays, English skills are crucial for non-native English

speakers. Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) sys-

tems have been used for self-learning of English. In addition to

reading, writing and listening exercises, some CALL systems

have a function for speaking lesson [1, 2]. In these systems,

acoustical features are extracted from a learner’s speech and are

compared with those of native speakers. Many of these systems

can evaluate the pronunciation of the learner’s speech.

Besides correct pronunciation of phonemes and words,

prosody plays an important role in English communication [3].

The traditional CALL system provides a learner with multime-

dia teaching materials for learning English intonation [4]. How-

ever, it is difficult for a learner to assess his/her own intonation.

Therefore, it is important for a CALL system to evaluate the

correctness of prosody of the learner’s speech in addition to the

evaluation of pronunciation. Several CALL systems can eval-

uate the prosody of a learner’s speech. The CALL system by

Tsubota et al. [5] evaluates the stress of the learner’s speech.

We developed a system for evaluating English intonation and

rhythm as well as pronunciation of words [6]. The accuracy of

automatic prosody evaluation was improved by incorporating

word-by-word evaluation framework [7].

In this paper, we make further improvement of evaluation

of English intonation by enhancing Suzuki’s work [7]. The es-

sential improvement of our work is to incorporate a framework

that combines multiple intonation scores, each of which is cal-

culated using an utterance by one teacher.

Figure 1: Overview of the intonation evaluation

2. Evaluation of Intonation based on Word
Importance Factor

2.1. Overview

First, we explain the framework of intonation evaluation by

Suzuki et al. [7]. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of

the intonation evaluation. This system first extracts features

for intonation evaluation from English utterance by Japanese

learner. At the same time, the input utterance is split into words

using forced alignment. The extracted features are then com-

pared with those from teacher utterances word by word, and

then an intonation score of the utterance is calculated. Then the

score is fed back to the learner.

As there are two or more teacher utterances for one utter-

ance of the learner, the system calculate intonation scores for all

teacher utterances. Then the best score among the all scores is

chosen as the final score [6].

2.2. Feature extraction

We exploited fundamental frequency (F0), log power and their

first derivatives as features. The F0 is normalized by subtract-

ing average of the all F0 values of the utterance. The log

power is normalized using the maximum value. Using the four-

dimensional feature vectors, the teacher utterances are aligned

with the input speech of a learner using DP matching. Then

the weighted Euclidean distances between the learner’s and

teacher’s utterances are calculated frame by frame.

2.3. Calculation of intonation score

The frame-based distances are accumulated word-by-word, and

then averaged for all words in a sentence. Let D
(t)
k (i) be the

distance between the learner’s utterance and the t-th teacher’s
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one at the i-th frame in the k-th word in a sentence. Let Nk

be the number of frames of the k-th word. Then the intonation

score of the k-th word is calculated as follows.

yint(k, t) =
1

Nk

Nk
X

i=1

D
(t)
k (i) (1)

Then the intonation score of the entire utterance is calculated by

averaging yint(k, t) for all words.

sint(t) =
1

K

K
X

k=1

yint(k, t) (2)

Here, K is the number of words in a sentence. Finally, the best

score among all t is chosen as the final score of the learner’s

utterance. As the score given by Eq. (2) is based on distance,

the minimum score is the best one.

sint = min
t

sint(t) (3)

2.4. Introduction of word importance factors

In the evaluation score using Eq. (2), all words are evaluated in

equal importance. However, native speakers appear to evaluate

a learner’s prosody by focusing on several keywords. In order to

emulate such an evaluation strategy, the word importance factor

is introduced, and the sentence score is calculated as a weighted

sum of the word scores. Let αik be a word importance factor of

the k-th word of the i-th sample uttered by a learner. This factor

is estimated by the least squares method. Let Ki be the number

of words in the i-th utterance, and y
(i)
int(k, t) be the intonation

score of the k-th word of the i-th utterance with respect to the

t-th teacher utterance. Then the error Q is defined as follows:

t̂i = arg min
t

1

Ki

Ki
X

k=1

y
(i)
int(k, t) (4)

Q =
X

i

( 

1

Ki

Ki
X

k=1

αiky
(i)
int(k, t̂i)

!

+ γ − ei

)2

(5)

Here, ei is the human rating of the i-th utterance, where an ut-

terance with the best intonation has the smallest value. γ is a

bias to be optimized with αik. On determining α, it is difficult

to determine individual α for each of distinct words in the sen-

tences because the number of words in the training sentences

are not sufficient. Therefore, we cluster words in all training

sentences using a decision tree, and the coefficients αik are de-

termined cluster by cluster. Figure 2 shows an example of the

decision tree for clustering. First, we prepare questions con-

cerning words or sentences. Then a decision tree is generated

using the questions so that all words in a cluster share a word

importance factor αik and the estimation error Q become min-

imum by clustering using the decision tree.

Let C(i, k) be a mapping from the k-th word in the i-th ut-

terance to the cluster to which the word belongs, α̂C(i,k) and γ̂
be the coefficients that minimize the error Q. Then the intona-

tion score of an utterance is calculated as follows:

t̂ = argmin
t

1

K

K
X

k=1

yint(k, t) (6)

Ŝ =
1

K

K
X

k=1

(α̂C(k)yint(k, t̂) + γ̂) (7)

Figure 2: Word clustering using a decision tree

where K is the number of words in a sentence to be evaluated

and C(k) is a mapping from the k-th word to a cluster deter-

mined by the decision tree.

2.5. Combining rhythm feature

In addition to the features for intonation, features for rhythm

evaluation are also introduced into the intonation evaluation.

Word duration ratio and DP distance are used as features of

rhythm evaluation [7]. Using a rhythm score y
(i)
rh (k, t) calcu-

lated from the rhythm features, the intonation score is calculated

as follows.

ûi = arg min
u

1

Ki

Ki
X

k=1

y
(i)
rh (k, u) (8)

Si =
1

Ki

Ki
X

k=1

(αC(i,k)y
(i)
int(k, t̂i)+βC(i,k)y

(i)
rh (k, ûi))+γ (9)

Q =
X

i

(Si − ei)
2

(10)

Then the parameters α, β and γ are optimized so that the error

Q is minimized.

The evaluation of accuracy of the intonation evaluation

method is conducted by observing correlation between the hu-

man rating values and the scores calculated by the system,

which was 0.48 [7].

3. Combination of scores using multiple
regression

3.1. Problems of the conventional framework

Although the accuracy of intonation evaluation can be improved

by introducing the word importance factors, further improve-

ment should be made. To this end, we propose a framework

that calculates an intonation evaluation score for each teacher

utterance and combines multiple scores using a multiple regres-

sion.

In the conventional framework, at first the teacher utterance

with the minimum distance is determined utterance by utterance

(Eq. (4) and (8)), and then a decision tree is generated so that

the error by using the scores of the selected teachers (Eq. (10))

is minimized.
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Figure 3: Combination of multiple scores

This framework has two problems. One problem is that

only one teacher is considered for evaluating one utterance.

As explained above, calculation of the intonation score is on

the “nearest-neighbor” basis. Therefore, distances between the

utterance and reference utterances by other than the nearest

teacher are just ignored, though those distances involve some

information that contributes to the intonation score. The sec-

ond problem is concerned with combination of the intonation

and rhythm features. When calculating the score, the nearest

teachers for intonation feature and rhythm feature are chosen

individually (Eq. (4) and (8)). However, it may cause improper

evaluation of an utterance when the selected intonation pattern

and rhythm pattern are inconsistent.

3.2. Intonation score calculation by combining multiple

scores

To solve these problems, we propose a novel framework of cal-

culating an intonation score. The overview of the proposed

framework is shown in Fig. 3.

First, the intonation score of a word y
(i)
int(k, t) and the

rhythm score y
(i)
rh (k, t) are calculated for all words of all train-

ing sentences with respect to all teacher utterances. Then a de-

cision tree for determining word classes is trained teacher by

teacher. Determination of the decision tree is based on Eq. (9)

and (10), but the teachers t̂i and ûi are substituted to the teacher

to which the decision tree is trained.

After training decision trees, the scores for the teacher ut-

terances are combined. Let Ŝi(t) be an intonation score of the

learner’s i-th utterance calculated using the teacher utterance t.
We tested the following four methods:

Minimum: This method is similar to the conventional frame-

work, where the best score is chosen as the final score.

Ŝi = min
t

Ŝi(t) (11)

Maximum: This method chooses the worst score as the final

score.

Ŝi = max
t

Ŝi(t) (12)

Median: This method chooses the median of the all scores.

Ŝi = median[Ŝi(1), Ŝi(2), . . . , Ŝi(T )] (13)

Table 1: Experimental conditions

Database ERJ (English Read by Japanese) [10]

Learner Japanese native speakers (95 males, 95

females)

# distinct utter-

ances

60 sentences (355 words in total)

# samples 938 utterances

Speakers of

teacher utter-

ances

18 English native speakers ( 7 males, 11

females)

Raters 4 American English native speakers (2

males and 2 females, California-based)

Rating scheme 5-grade, 1 max

Table 2: Questions for decision tree creation

Kind of question # of question

Number of syllables 3

POS (including previous and next word) 45

Sentence function 3

Sentence pattern 3

Tense 3

Word position within a sentence 4

Total 61

Regression: In this method, all scores are linearly combined

[8].

Ŝi =
X

t

atŜi(t) (14)

The coefficients ai are optimized for minimizing the er-

rors of the intonation scores with respect to the human

rating values.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental conditions

We conducted experiments for evaluating the proposed intona-

tion evaluation. The experimental conditions are shown in Ta-

ble 1. We used Julian [9] for segmenting the input utterances

into words. When training decision trees, we prepared 61 ques-

tions concerning a word and a sentence, as shown in Table 2.

As the methods need training, we conducted 4-fold cross vali-

dation. The evaluation metric of the methods were correlation

coefficient between the rating values by human evaluators and

the system’s scores. As there are four raters for each utterance,

we first normalized the rating values rater by rater so that the av-

erage became zero and the variance became one. Then all of the

normalized rating values for an utterance were averaged, which

was used as a human-rating value for calculation of correlation.

4.2. Effect of score combination

At first, we conducted an experiment for investigating effect of

score combination. In this experiment, Maximum number of

word classes was limited to 20, and minimum number of words

in one class was limited to 3.

Table 3 shows the experimental result. In this table, the

“Training” column denotes how to train the decision tree. In
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Table 3: Correlation coefficients by all methods

Training Evaluation Correlation Correlation

(w/o rhythm) (with Rhythm)

minimum minimum 0.442 0.434

each teacher minimum 0.447 0.500

each teacher maximum 0.440 0.468

each teacher median 0.451 0.502

each teacher regression 0.474 0.539

Figure 4: Effect of the number of nodes on correlation coeffi-

cient

this column, “minimum” indicates that only one decision tree

was trained using the minimum scores, and “each teacher” de-

notes that we trained multiple decision trees so that a decision

tree depends on utterances of one teacher. The “Evaluation”

column shows how to combine the scores calculated by the de-

cision tree. In this table, the first result shows the result by the

conventional method explained in Section 2. The other results

are the results of the proposed method.

From the results shown in Table 3, we can confirm that the

proposed method gave the greater correlation than the conven-

tional method. The combination method using the multiple re-

gression was the best one among the four kinds of score com-

bination methods. The best correlation was 0.539 when using

the rhythm score and score combination by the multiple regres-

sion, which was significantly higher than the correlation by the

conventional method (0.434) at the 1% level. As correlation

coefficients between raters are between 0.37 and 0.55, we can

say that the proposed method showed evaluation performance

comparable to a human evaluator.

4.3. Effect of number of classes

Next, we changed the maximum number of word classes for

training of decision trees. In this experiment, five methods (one

conventional method and four proposed methods) were exam-

ined. Rhythm features were incorporated in this experiment.

Figure 4 shows the correlation coefficients with respect to the

maximum number of word classes. This result reveals that the

combination method based on the multiple regression gave the

best method regardless of the number of classes. The optimum

number of classes was around 20.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new method for evaluating intona-

tion of a learner’s English utterance. Our method is based on

the evaluation method by Suzuki et al. that uses a decision tree

for estimating word importance factor. We extended Suzuki’s

method so that multiple regression trees were trained and the

scores were combined using the multiple regression. We con-

ducted experiments for investigating performance of the pro-

posed method, and we obtained significant improvement over

the conventional method. The resulting performance of the pro-

posed method was comparable to a human rater.

One of remaining problems is how to feedback the evalua-

tion results to the learner. The visualization of pitch movement

is the most basic way [4], but it seems also important to show

what part of intonation of an utterance is bad and what part is

important for improving naturalness of the intonation. More re-

search is needed to design the best way of showing a learner

these kinds of information.
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